
Vendor List API v2 

https://uat1api.speedybooker.com/vendorlist.aspx 

 

About this API 

Use this API to get a list of all the vendors that are “Live” in your partner account. To add or remove vendors, log in to admin.speedybooker.com and go to the 

Vendors tab. 

The result is generated in real time and is not cached on our server. If you are hitting the API regularly, please consider caching it at your end. 

Request 

The request is made as an HTTP GET with the following parameters: 

Name Requirement Description Type 

partnerid Required The partner ID which we will supply to you. Integer 

apikey Required The API Key which we will supply to you. String 

locationid Optional 
If you supply a location ID (you can get these from our Location List API) then only vendors in that 
location will be listed.  

Integer 

minphotowidth Optional 
The minimum acceptable width in pixels for vendor photos. If a vendor does not have any photos that 
meet this requirement they will not be included in the list.  

Integer 

 

Example request for all vendors:  

uat1api.speedybooker.com/vendorlist.aspx?partnerid=123&apikey=abcdef  

Example request for vendors in Cambridge with a photo at least 500 pixels wide: 

uat1api.speedybooker.com/vendorlist.aspx?partnerid=123&apikey=abcdef&locationid=3&minphotowidth=500 

 



Response 

An XML document is returned with the following elements: 

Name Description Attributes Type 

vendorlist Document root node   Container 

status    Container 

    code The status code – see below  Integer 

    message Details for the status code if applicable  String 

vendor  id: The ID of the property (String) Container 

    name The name of the vendor  String 

    type The type of vendor. Possible values are Stay, Rent, Visit or Tour.  String 

    category The category of vendor. For example University Residence  String 

    location The location of the vendor 
proximity: Possible values are in or near 
id: The ID of the location (Integer) 

String 

    postcode The vendor’s postcode, usually with a space after the outward code  String 

    summary A brief summary of the vendor, maximum length 150 characters  String 

    photourl The URL of the thumbnail photo for the vendor hosted by us  URL 

    lat The latitude of the vendor  Decimal 

    lng The longitude of the vendor  Decimal 

    minnights The minimum night requirement for bookings here, if applicable  Integer 

    minnightsweekend The minimum night requirement for bookings here at weekends  Integer 

    currency The preferred currency of the vendor, for example GBP or EUR.  String 

    language The primary language of the vendor, for example en or fr  String 

    numphotos 
The number of photos (excluding the thumbnail above) that the 
vendor has. If minphotowidth is specified then only photos that meet 
the requirements will be counted.  

 Integer 



    lastupdated 
The date and time when the vendor’s details were last updated, 
including all text and photos. ISO 8601 format is used, always in UTC 
time zone. For example 2013-01-17T14:03:56Z 

 DateTime 

    tbnurl The URL of the vendor’s page on the Travel Booking Network website  URL 

 

Status codes 

Code Description 

0 Success  

1 Problem with the supplied locationid 

2 Problem with the supplied minphotowidth 

10 Invalid credentials or authentication error  

 

Notes 

API URLs given in this document are for the test environment. For the live environment replace “uat1api” with “api”. 

 


